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WELCOME to Kendal Unitarians
Unitarians are very different






We don't have a particular set of beliefs that we expect you to agree with.
Everyone who comes to the chapel is free to discover their own spiritual path.
We welcome people on any point of their spiritual journey: those who have
been seeking elsewhere or those whose journey has only just begun.
We believe everyone has the right to seek truth and meaning for themselves
in mutual respect, and that reason and conscience are our best guides.
Our congregation includes people who are Christian, humanists, pagans,
agnostics, etc., or a mixture of all of these!

Cover photo: Beck Head © Mike Oram 2013
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Fairtrade Update
Our Service on 5 March, as part of Fairtrade Fortnight, turned
into what I described as Brexit, Bananas and Bees. It was good
to have Janet and Delphine from the Kendal Fairtrade Group
with us. Janet outlined some of the issues that will be important
to consider as the UK negotiates new trade deals, and Delphine
made mention of a film she had seen the previous day about the
illegal trafficking of children for use in the cocoa production industry. On the following Wednesday, I was able to attend the
Roman Catholic Church of Holy Trinity and St George in Kendal to hear a presentation by Charles Chavi who is a Fairtrade sugar producer in Malawi. Charles
explained that the temperature is now so high in Malawi that sugar is about the
only crop [other than tobacco] that will grow so they even have to import rice
and maize, which are staple foods. At present, 90% of their sugar is exported
for use in the manufacture of Fairtrade chocolate and this has enabled them to
build schools and provide better health care as well as provide a means of livelihood for more smallholders. There is still much hardship in the country as there
have been severe floods in recent years and the future is very uncertain.
I was pleased that at the Kitchen Volunteers Meeting on 19th March there was
a renewed commitment to buy Fairtrade products wherever possible, not just
coffee. As you probably know, Marjorie buys and very generously donates the
tea we use and she has agreed to ensure that Ringtons supply her with their
Fairtrade tea. I feel strongly about the sugar so have agreed to buy and donate
that. Is there someone who would be willing to do the same for hot chocolate?
I’m not going to write about bananas, save to thank the actors (Linda, Graham, Phil, Don and Gill) who agreed at short notice to participate in the Banana
Split visual aid during the Service, but I do want to tell you a bit more about
bees.
The Fairtrade Tea Party was not intended as a fund-raising event. I was disappointed that it was not very well supported, but those of us who were able to be
there, either in the kitchen or sitting at table, had a very enjoyable afternoon.
Special thanks must go to John Campbell who played the piano for over an hour
whilst we ate our cucumber sandwiches, scones with Fairtrade jam and slices of
home-baked cake (banana, chocolate or honey) washed down with Fairtrade
tea. We sold enough tickets for me to be able to buy a Honey Bee Gift Card
(£12.00) from Oxfam and to sponsor a Resource Box (£50.00) from the charity
Bees For Development.
Oxfam helps provide beekeeping equipment, fund improved hives and train
beekeepers in the latest yield-boosting production methods. It also teaches beekeepers marketing skills so that they can earn more money from their honey,
enabling them to pay for essentials like clothing and school fees. This is one of a
number of gifts you can buy as part of the Oxfam Unwrapped scheme.
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Bees For Development sends Resource Boxes free of charge to beekeeper trainers in developing countries. The Boxes include training materials that can be
used by local trainers with up to 25 participants. They can also be used in promotional events to raise awareness of the importance of bees for livelihoods and
the environment. The charity relies on the generosity of individual donors to cover the costs of the Boxes and they have many
beekeeping groups in developing countries on their waiting list.
More about the charity can be found at
www.beesfordevelopment.org

Fairtrade Foundation Follow-up

Mandy.

We’re pleased to say we’ve finally received a response from Prime Minister
Theresa May to the petition you and 50,000 other Fairtrade supporters signed
last autumn.
In her letter to our Chief Executive, Michael Gidney, she says that her government is 'committed to creating a trade policy that will work for everyone, including the world’s poorest.’
We’ve now got a clear commitment to ensuring the UK’s trade works for the
poorest. But the campaign isn’t over yet. Liam Fox, our new International Trade
Secretary, has already started informal trade talks with over ten countries including China, Australia and the US.
And we know that commitments can crumble when negotiations get down to
the details. If he brokers a trade deal that favours a wealthier country, it could
destroy the livelihoods of farmers in poorer countries who currently rely on the
UK as their biggest market. Tell Liam Fox he must make sure our trade works
for everyone – sign our petition now. http://traidcraft.takeaction.org.uk/
But Brexit presents Liam Fox with a big opportunity to deliver even better
trade that brings prosperity to the poorest countries around the world as well as
the UK. Tell him he must seize this chance to change trade for good.
Want to know more about how leaving the EU could affect farmers and workers in developing countries? Then read our new report.*

Thank you, Jonathan Smith
Head of Campaigns, Fairtrade Foundation

But I'm just a soul whose intentions are good
Oh Lord, please don't let me be misunderstood
From ‘Don't Let Me Be Misunderstood’ by Bennie Benjamin, sung by The Animals, 1965.
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How Cumbria Faith Communities Can Help the Police Support Victims of
Human Trafficking.
I am sending this to the SLIF committee and other contacts with interfaith connections in
Cumbria, with a copy to Helen from Churches Together in Cumbria who is coordinating
the faith response to the police request for help.
I attended the meeting last week and agreed to coordinate offers of help from minority
faith groups in Cumbria. Helen's email below outlines the issue, which is basically that
there is a gap of up to a week between Cumbria police removing a vulnerable person
from an abusive or exploitative situation and them being accommodated via the national
referral mechanism with the Salvation Army.
Any help we can offer will be better than the status quo, which is alone in a basic hotel
room. (again see below)
The best outcome for the victims would be a Cumbria-wide network of volunteer hosts.
There is no fund for this; it would be on a good Samaritan basis. The police will organise
a meeting for volunteers, which will give a clear picture of what will be involved, and advice. It is emergency short-term care/hospitality that is sought. (usually a few days). It is
appreciated that not everyone is in a position to offer this but other help is also needed.
- physical packs of clothes and toiletries as sometimes these victims have nothing
- support in time and practical ways to either the volunteer hosts, or to the victim directly
in a hotel if no host can be found. (maybe meals?)
- language skills, it will be useful to have volunteers available as often English-speaking
skills are limited.
Please feel free to circulate this to anybody who lives in Cumbria you think might wish
to help, especially to anyone who may be able and willing to act as a host. I will then
compile a list for Helen, hopefully in the next few weeks. If you have any questions
please let me know. The meeting was well attended by many Church representatives and
a similar appeal will be made through some Church networks, probably targeted at potential hosts. Volunteers from all faiths or none will be welcome. There will be a vetting process of some kind.
As a final note, the numbers involved are small so volunteers may find they are not
called on. However, for anyone requiring this help it is a huge deal. Let us hope we can
put something in place to be there in someone's time of need.
Liz Grove
Please contact Liz if you would like to be on the list: e.grove1@btinternet.com
Extract from Helen Boothroyd’s email of 13 February 2017:
I have had a telephone conversation with Craig Smith of Cumbria Constabulary
and found out the following:
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Although only 12 in total to date, there has been a very rapid recent increase in
victims of modern slavery / human trafficking in Cumbria – this upwards trajectory means that there are likely to be a lot more cases coming through over the
next few months and years.
There has been a wide diversity in the types of case to date including sexual
exploitation, labour exploitation and a person held against their will for 3 years.
There has also been a diversity of countries of origin of the victims, including a
number of East European countries, Vietnam and Bangladesh.
There is a national referral mechanism (NRM) for all these cases and after referral they are dealt with by the Salvation Army’s specialist support programme
on contract from the Government: https://www.salvationarmy.org.uk/humantrafficking
However, there is a period of time of between a week and 10 days when this
national referral process is taking place that the victim remains in Cumbria.
At the moment, the police put the victim up in a basic hotel during this very
vulnerable time and are only able to provide very basic support.
The police are therefore hoping that local faith communities might be able to
offer a better way of meeting accommodation needs and/or emotional support
and reassurance to victims. The point of the meeting is to look together at
whether and how this might be possible.
Do you have any paperbacks or bric-a-brac to dispose of? If so, could you
please hand them in at the counter at a coffee morning, or put them in the cupboard in the meeting room labelled bric-a-brac. (It is located on the wall opposite the door.) They will then be sorted and priced before being put out, in order to keep a tidy and attractive display. If you have any questions, please
speak to Annette or myself.
Elspeth

John Hetherington’s daughter, Lindsay, gave birth to a boy on 21st February.
Jonathan James Hetherington Kilby (a brother for William
aged 3 years) weighed in at 7lb 14oz. Born at 4.00pm in an
office next to the Reception as they arrived at the Maternity
Unit of the hospital, which is an hour's drive from Kingsbridge in Devon, where they live. Lindsay said the midwives
were fantastic. That's the way to do it, although cutting
things a bit fine!
Congratulations to the proud parents and granddad!
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What Price Your Batteries?
They are ten years old. Every day they head out – not to school, but to
holes in the ground where they are forced to look for cobalt. Every day,
they descend into mining shafts that are barely wider than their bodies,
without boots, helmets, or even maps. They carry with them only flashlights strapped to their foreheads. Some spend up to 24 hours at a time
inside the mines. And when the mine shafts collapse – and many do –
the children are buried inside.
This is the reality for tens of thousands of children in the Democratic
Republic of Congo, which supplies electronics companies with the minerals they need to create lithium-ion batteries. Your computer or phone
probably contains minerals mined by children
It doesn't have to be this way. Corporations have enough power and
money to influence the situation, but they often choose not to. The mineral company Huayou Cobalt and its subsidiary, Congo Dongfang Mining
International (CDM), source more than 40% of their cobalt from the Democratic Republic of Congo – and they have chosen to turn a blind eye
to child labour abuses. But they can't keep doing that if consumers like
us choose to hold them accountable. Human rights organizations around
the world are calling on companies like CDM and Huayou Cobalt to make
a commitment to stop child labour. You can help by signing the petition.
Go to http://www.thepetitionsite.com/ and key ‘Cobalt Mining’ into the
search box. The links to the petition will then come up.
Fran
Standing Together
Some snippets of positive news, found on the Net,
In recent years, Muslims and Jews have reached out to each other in times of
crisis. In response to a synagogue attack in Denmark, over 1,000 Norwegian
Muslims formed a human shield they called a ‘ring of peace’ to protect a Jewish
place of worship in Oslo.
In London, a neighbourhood watch group called the ‘Shomrin’ (Hebrew for
guards) have begun protecting Muslims against hate crimes.
Following a hostage siege in a Sydney cafe, twitter campaign #IllRideWithYou
spread fast in support of Muslims who felt afraid to travel alone.
Muslims Linda Sarsour and Tarek El-Messidi, began an online crowdfunding
campaign aimed at raising $20,000 to go toward repairs for the vandalized Jewish cemetery in Missouri. In just 24 hours, they were stunned to find that
$80,000 had been pledged already.
From various Net sites. Fran
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Induction Service for the Rev Kate McKenna
Sometimes it seems that Kendal Chapel is a little isolated from the rest of the
Unitarian movement, so we thought that you would like an update on what has
been happening in the wider region. As many of you know, the newly-qualified
minister, Kate McKenna, came from Norwich to visit our Chapel. Subsequently,
last November, she was appointed the new minister at Bury Unitarian Church. I
attended her Induction Service on Saturday 4 March 2017, as a representative of
the Kendal Chapel.
The church is situated on Bank Street in Bury town centre, near the library. I
was surprised to find that it is a modern,
square brick building and not what I was
expecting at all. However, once inside I
liked the bright, airy space and the strikingly-simple sculpture of children with outstretched arms. When I arrived, I received
a warm welcome and was ushered into the
church, which was already packed with
perhaps 200 people. It was full of Kate’s
friends and family, the Bury congregation and all the great and the good from
the wider Unitarian movement, including Dorothy Hewerdine, the President of
the GA. The service lasted about an hour and a half and was led by the Rev
Cody Coyne of Cross Street Chapel in Manchester, and the sermon was read by
the Rev Jim Corrigall of Padiham Chapel. There were contributions and readings
from other ministers, as the Charge to the minister and the Charge to the congregation were read out. I particularly liked the singing, which was greatly enhanced by the combined choirs of Bury Church and Cross Street Chapel. Also, I
was touched by Kate’s own words, which were a mixture of poignancy and humour as she quoted from Alice in Wonderland.
After lots of official photographs, everybody headed upstairs to the hall for a
‘cracking spread’. I managed to have a few words with Kate and convey the
best wishes of the Kendal Chapel, just as she was finishing her trifle. I also
spoke to people from the Bury, Southport and Atherton congregations. Everybody was very friendly and there was lots of trifle left, but I had to leave the
party in full swing in order to complete the long drive home in day light. Personally, I enjoyed a wider sense of connection and
finding out what other chapels are doing.
Kendal Chapel is a member of the North East
Lancashire Unitarian Mission or NELUM. We are
planning to host one of their regular meetings
some time in August, so hopefully we will see
Kate again.

Jayne Finch
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KUMEN 8 April 2017. VISIT TO SETTLE BY TRAIN
We made an early start and drove over to Kirkby Stephen station on a clear,
cloudless morning. The views from the station were wonderful, the dome of Giggleswick School clearly standing out on the skyline. The signal box attendant
phoned ahead to ensure I could get on the train with my scooter. If fact, all the
staff we met that day were exceptionally kind and helpful, giving the Settle and
Carlisle line a friendly, family feeling. The hour-long ride was beautiful as we
passed over the summit at Aisgill.
In Settle we were now very hungry and thirsty but eschewed the local hostelries for the Naked Man Restaurant, which were told served excellent food. This
proved to be correct, and suitably replete we decided on a tour of Settle. This
took no time at all since Wednesday is early closing day, but there are some fine
buildings to admire. Back to the station and the return journey was equally inspiring. It had been a relaxing and enjoyable visit, not the least because of the
marvellous weather.
DC

The Settle-Carlisle line is 73 miles long and crosses the remote, scenic regions of the
Yorkshire Dales and the North Pennines, The historic line was constructed in the 1870s
and has 14 tunnels and 22 viaducts, such as the imposing Ribblehead Viaduct (below).
The summit at Aisgill (356 m /1,168 ft) is the highest point on any mainline railway in England. In the 1980s, the Settle-Carlisle line was scheduled for closure by British Rail. This
prompted rail groups, enthusiasts, local authorities and residents along the route to fight
a successful campaign to save the railway. I lived in Kirkby Stephen at the time and we
actively helped with the campaign. The chap who was leading the campaign (I forget his
name but he lectured at Lancaster University) came to our house on one occasion after
having walked a good portion of the line and then the mile and a bit from Kirkby Stephen
station to the town. When he took his boots off in our porch, I was fascinated to see
steam rising from them! In 1989 the UK government announced it had declined to close the line.
Since then, passenger numbers have grown
steadily to 1.2 million in 2012. Eight formerly
closed stations have also been reopened. If you
have never travelled on this line, then it is well
worth doing the whole stretch for the wonderful
scenery.
Fran
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Email Hacking
Some of you have recently received emails, purportedly from me, asking for a
favour. So did dozens of others around the world, perhaps hundreds, indeed
perhaps everyone with whom I have ever been in contact. Most probably realised it was a scam. Many no doubt ignored it; many contacted me to tell me
that my account had been hacked into. The scammers were trying to get
money, not out of me but from my contacts, with a story about my non-existent
brother needing an emergency operation after a car accident. There was even a
street address in Istanbul, where my equally non-existent sister, Anna Campbell,
supposedly lives, and advice to send the £2,500 needed by Western Union
"because it is quicker". It was very annoying for everyone but the scammers'
plan was thwarted and I took immediate steps to make my email account safe
again.
But I am telling you all this tale not just to alert you to be vigilant but rather
because of the good that came out of it. For I have had numerous people calling
at the house or phoning me to make sure that I am all right. And there have
been not a few who have responded with offers of help, some of whom I hardly
knew, such as an elderly lady from Penrith, who came to buy a copy of my book
about Bowness a few months ago and stayed for a chat. A Pakistani friend of
mine in Saudi Arabia even borrowed money to send to me, but fortunately
thought he had better make certain before he did so. I have written to thank all
those people.
This whole affair, then, changed from a potential disaster to a moving and
positive experience and confirms in me the belief that there is more good in the
world than bad. Look under the bushel and you will find a lamp.

John C

Worth remembering: Top amongst those who will NEVER contact you by
phone or email to ask for any details, certainly not money, (they are simply not
interested in us at all) are: 1. Your Bank, 2. Microsoft. 3 Apple. Emails relating
to PPI or car accidents are always a scam, as is any appeal for investment in
anything.
JP

I would like to say thank you very much for my beautiful
decorated cake for my 80th birthday. It was wonderful and has
been photographed many times and sent around all relatives
and friends. Also, thank you for the card. We had a wonderful
weekend.
Griff Jones.
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Chapel Membership
You may apply for membership of the chapel if a) you have been attending for
at least six months and b) you are in sympathy with the beliefs, values and
ethos of our chapel and of the Unitarian movement.
Members participate in the ‘Envelope Scheme’, which means you have an envelope for every Sunday in the year in which you put your donations for the
chapel. Members are required to pay a minimum of £35 per annum to cover the
cost of the Quota. The Quota is the charge per member which the chapel has to
pay to Headquarters to help with its (HQ’s) maintenance. Money which you pay
above £35 goes to help our own chapel’s funds.
Those of you who are already members, please note that the Quota sum has
gone up to £35 as from 2015.
The Chapel is facing huge financial outlays at present because of major essential repairs to the shops we own in Kendal, and which in turn provide us with
our major source of income. In view of this may I respectfully suggest that you
please increase your donation if this is possible for you?
Advantages of being a member: you are entitled to ask for financial support if
you want to go on a Unitarian-based course or project (you may not get it! –
each case is considered separately by the Trustees). You are also entitled to
vote in Unitarian matters – e.g. when a new national Executive Committee
member is elected. Anyone thinking of joining, please talk to me!

Jo Rogers
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It’s that time of the year when the annual Council Tax Bill arrives. 2% more for Cumbria
County Council and for the Adult Social Care Services Charge; 1.9% extra to Cumbria
Police and Crime Commissioner; 2.8% to South Lakeland District Council and 2.9% to
Kendal Town Council.
And the usual stuff in the envelope with it. More paper for the recycling box! The Bay
Health & Care Partners flyer reminded us to choose wisely with a HelpUsHelpYou thermometer clarifying when to treat yourself, ask the pharmacist, call 111, make an appointment with the GP or get to A&E. Yep, I know all that I thought - and particularly important
when our NHS is under such pressure. But what about the self-care that is so important if
we want to stay well for as long as possible? I was grateful for the information on the
other side. Certainly some stuff on there that I seem to have forgotten or let slip - one
piece of paper that hasn’t gone straight into the ‘bin’.
Five ways to wellbeing……………
cont P17
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Monthly Service for Unity and Global Peace. 2:00pm. Chapel Gap, Storth
Road, Storth, LA7 7JL. Organised by the Tau Community of St. Francis, this is
an Interfaith service on the first Sunday of every month at the Monastery,
where members of the Tau Family join local people in a service for global unity
and peace. All warmly welcome. The service lasts about an hour. More details
from Rob Crompton, 01524 762292 – or just turn up.
NB. If any of the chapel members would like to come and join us after the service at the chapel and partake of homemade soup and bread from the monk’s
kitchen, say 12.30-1pm before the service starts here, then they are indeed
most welcome, but, if they could email me at: brothersean@btinternet.com
before the Sunday to confirm so we don’t run out on soup/s.
Br Sean
Every Sunday at Chapel. Meditation. 10.15—10.45 am.
Come and join us for silent meditation in the Meeting Room on
Sunday morning before Sunday service. We start with five minutes music then into silence.
Sue Parry
Sunday 2 April. Congregational Meeting.
Meet after the service to discuss ministry at the chapel. An
opportunity to reflect on the past nine months and think about
the future.
Hazel Clarke
Thursday 13 April. Hindu Mythology's Wildest Goddess. 7.30pm.
Brigsteer Village Hall, Nr Kendal, LA8 8AL.
Kali comes to Brigsteer. “Kali is one of the wildest shape-shifters of all. Demonslayer, Life-saver, Supreme-Mother, Destruction-dancer, this goddess is truly
awesome. When an evil power spreads its clawed hands across the world, Kali’s
time has come. Come and listen to Storyteller, Emily Hennessey, as she takes
the wheel on a white-knuckled tuc-tuc ride through sun- kissed palaces, fiendinfested forests and every cacophonous saffron-scented marketplace inbetween.” More info: www.emilyhennessey.co.uk
Tickets £8 on the door No need to book – just turn up! Hot drinks and cake
available. Feel free to bring your own alcohol. Wheelchair accessible.
22 and 23 April. The Power of Space with Philip O'Donohoe.
A Non-Residential Gathering at Brigsteer Village Hall.
Deep down for most of us perhaps there is an inner longing to feel whole and
complete, to have the space and the time to live life as we know deep down is
most nurturing for the unfoldment of our hearts and souls.
Space is all around us, it is within us. The whole basis of existence is in essence, simply space. Deepening the awareness of the Power of Space allows us
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to cultivate a greater sense of ease, balance, harmony and rhythm in life if we
can allow more space between our actions, live in the space between our
thoughts, embrace more fully the space in nature.
Yet the space is not empty - it contains all the potential for the fullness and the
fulfilment of all of our hearts’ desires. The more we can learn to listen from
within the silent space of our inner being, the more our life will be filled with
happiness, the natural state of all human beings. As an American Sufi has said,
“A person who really has some feeling, a person who has imagination, when
they are silent it becomes a power, an ever-increasing power.”
Times: Saturday 22: arrivals for refreshments at 10am. Start promptly at
10.30am. Finish at 8.45pm.
Sunday 23: arrivals for refreshments at 9.30am. Start promptly at 10am. Finish
at 4pm.
Price: £105, which includes delicious, home-cooked vegetarian food for lunch
and supper on Saturday and lunch on Sunday. Some special diets can be catered for. For catering purposes please book by Saturday 15 April.
More info: Mary Rabia Dowson. 015242 21147 / madowson@gmail.com
Saturdays in June. Poetry Festival of the North: Edward Thomas and the
English War Poets. Padiham Unitarian Chapel, Church Street, Padiham, Lancashire, BB12 8JH. 7 to 9 pm.

Edward Thomas and the English War Poets Three evenings of illustrated lectures, readings and music celebrating the poetry of Edward Thomas and 20th
Century English War Poets (of the two World Wars), organised by the Lancashire Collaborative Ministry, to mark the centenary of the death of Edward Thomas, killed at the Front in April 1917.
Sat 3 June: Theresa Sowerby will explore the impact of the Great War through
its poets.
Sat 10 June: Jim Corrigall will consider whether Thomas is, in fact, a poet of
war.
Sat 17 June: Edmund Prestwich will present Keith Douglas’ ruthlessly-honest
poetry, which stands in sharp contrast to the poetry of the Great War.
£8 per evening (including glass of wine or juice, and light refreshments). £20 for
all three evenings.
Fuller details and tickets from Rev. Jim Corrigall, Flat 11, Lincoln Court, Station
Road, Padiham BB12 8EW, Lancashire. (Cheques should be made payable to:
Jim Corrigall). Email Jim for information at: corrigalljim@gmail.com
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Advance Notice: 16 July. Chapel Annual General Meeting to be held after the
Sunday service. All welcome.
7 May Service. An Appeal from Mandy.
The theme for the service I am leading on 7 May is creativity. Julia Cameron,
whose book The Artist’s Way is a classic, wrote “Mystery is at the heart of creativity. That, and surprise.” In the service, I want to explore the value of the
process of creating as well as the end product. Sadly, there are many UFOs* in
my home. Are there any in yours and, if so, why is this?
Instead of having flowers that day, I would like to put together a display of
items that we have created - either recently or many years ago. Please would
you be thinking of what you have or can borrow back for the occasion. It needn’t be of the knitted tea cosy variety unless you have made one of which you
are particularly proud. It could be a drawing or painting, a piece of jewellery, a
model, a book (scrapbook or novel), a musical score or instrument or even a
ship in a bottle. It might have a practical use or be purely decorative.
Do you make time for your hobby? Are you particularly skilled at what you do
after long years of practice or are you a dabbler? Who taught you or are you
self taught? Why do you do what you do? Let’s start a conversation about it!
[* UnFinished Objects]
Mandy.



)
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A Memorable Work Placement
When my client of the past four years died recently, I found myself in reflective
mood and wanting to write. Back in 2013, I went down to London with Phil, for
an interview with a care agency, which matched clients who needed live-in care
with carers who could help them. As we had some time to spare, we arranged
to meet Phil's nephew for a coffee. After the meeting, I suddenly realised we
were only five minutes walk away from an old family friend. I texted her, and in
no time we were in her house. She asked what brought us to London, and when
she heard the answer, she started telling us about her mother who had advanced dementia and who needed full-time care. Almost as a joke, she said 'You
don't fancy working for the agency we use, do you?' I just replied, 'Why don't I
look after your mother without involving an agency?' So this was soon agreed
and is what happened.
Her mother, Jill, had forgotten how to walk or talk before I started working
with her, but I wasn't daunted. I had worked with clients with mobility, speech
and memory problems before, and was confident I would know what to do to
help. Looking back on it though, I didn't know everything, and I learnt a lot
from being with Jill.
Because she couldn't talk, we communicated mostly with our eyes. I never felt
alone, as she was definitely there, and her spirit shone out through her eyes. I
noticed that she liked listening to conversations if someone was visiting - her
eyes were always glued to whoever was talking. So I just used to chat to her
when I was alone with her. Even just a few days before her death, she smiled
when I told her what I'd been doing. I often wondered how she was feeling,
and a lot of the time it was impossible to tell, but at other times she showed
contentment by smiling, kissing my arm or simply by a look of gratitude in her
eyes. Sometimes she just gazed at me as if she was really trying to connect with
me. It taught me that, as humans, we need that connection with one another.
And it benefited me too; to have someone depending on me and looking at me
with thankfulness felt very rewarding. Not that it was like that all the time, and I
had to learn how to manage my own frustrations when Jill just wanted to fall
asleep whilst she was meant to be eating and drinking, for example. If I showed
my frustrations to her it never worked; she would just look at me with puzzlement and hurt. I learnt over and over again that if I took myself away when I
felt like this, and did something relaxing like chopping vegetables or reading the
paper, then I could go back with renewed goodwill when she woke up. I also
learnt about the importance of being in the moment. Jill was completely in the
present, so it didn't work very well if she was looking at me and I was thinking
about something else; again she would look at me with puzzlement. At times,
especially in winter, I used to feel I was 'on retreat' in her house. I had time and
space to think, reflect, meditate and practise mindfulness. One thing I learnt
was that I don't need very much, which felt liberating.
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Another gift Jill gave me was the chance to re-connect with her family, who I've
known since I was three, when they started spending their summer holidays on
the farm in North Wales where I grew up. I had many great conversations with
both her daughters when they visited their mother, and also their father, who,
from 1952, used to take cine films, some of which I watched with him during my
last visit to Jill. It felt like pure joy, watching our younger selves moving around,
interacting and having such fun. I was conscious that I might not do this again
as he is 92, but again, the human connection felt so important as we talked to
one another about those times and things that meant a lot to us.
Jill's death has reminded me of the transitory nature of everything in life, and
that we all must live and die, as does every living plant and animal. It makes me
determined to follow my heart as well as my head so that I live life to the full
each day. An example of this was a short time ago when I heard about Jill's
death and then her funeral date, and my head said 'You can't go as you're working away doing live-in care on that date'. But a nagging voice inside me, my
heart, was pleading 'But I need to go!' In a meditation I learnt I had to listen to
this voice, which I did, and I managed to get the day off to go to the funeral. It
was lovely to see Jill's house full of people who cared about her, and it was
good for me to say goodbye to her properly, and give thanks for the past four
years.

Rosie Whiting

cont: from P 12: A review of the most up-to-date evidence suggests that building the fol-

lowing five actions into our day-to-day lives is important for well-being:
Connect ...With the people around you. With family, friends, colleagues and neighbours.
At home, work, school or in your community. Think of these as the cornerstones of your
life and invest time in developing them. Building these connections will support and enrich you every day.
Be active … Go for a walk or run. Step outside. Cycle. Play a game. Garden. Dance.
Exercising makes you feel good. Most importantly, discover a physical activity you enjoy
that suits your level of mobility and fitness.
Take notice ...Be curious. Catch sight of the beautiful. Remark on the unusual. Notice
the changing seasons. Savour the moment, whether you are walking to work, eating
lunch or talking to friends. Be aware of the world around you and what you are feeling.
Reflecting on your experiences will help you appreciate what matters to you.
Keep learning ...Try something new. Rediscover an old interest. Sign up for that course.
Take on a different responsibility at work. Fix a bike. Learn to play an instrument or how
to cook your favourite food. Set a challenge you will enjoy achieving. Learning new
things will make you more confident as well as being fun.
Give ...Do something nice for a friend, or a stranger. Thank someone. Smile. Volunteer
your time. Join a community group. Look out, as well as in. Seeing yourself, and your
happiness, linked to the wider community can be incredibly rewarding and creates connections with the people around you.
Mandy
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A Few Easter Myth-busters, Posted on Facebook by Linda Sever
(One of our Alternative Perspectives Speakers).
The festival of Pascha was celebrated for centuries before the conversion of
the Anglo-Saxons who named it 'Easter' in their own relatively small part of
the world. (It's still called Pascha, or a variant thereof, outside those areas.) So
no, it wasn't 'originally pagan' or about a Goddess of sex and fertility.
Bede, our only source for the Goddess Eostre, states that the festival of
Easter was named after the 'old observance of Eostre's feasts during the
month of Eosturmonath’. He does not say that anything survived of these feasts
except that name. Some scholars have suggested that Bede made her up, and
academia is still divided on this point, although it remains unclear what his motive for doing so might have been.
No, Eostre's symbol wasn't a hare. That was an unsupported guess made by
the folklorist Adolf Holzmann, in 1874. Holzmann was baffled by the Easter
Hare tradition, finding it 'unintelligible', and guessed that 'the hare was probably the sacred animal of Ostara'. Later writers misrepresented his guess as a
statement of fact.
As rabbits were introduced to Britain by the Romans and are not an indigenous species, it is impossible for rabbits to have been sacred to any indigenous British Goddess.
No, eggs were not symbols of Eostre either. There are no known symbols of
Eostre. Our sole source - Bede - doesn't mention any.
No, hot cross buns weren't eaten by the pagan Saxons. That ludicrous claim
comes from the long-outdated 1911 Encyclopaedia Britannica.
No, Eostre isn't a form of Ishtar or Astarte. That comes from a certain strand
of Christian belief that all pagan gods are played by the same small cast of
demons. Ishtar was ancient Babylonian; Eostre (if she existed), Anglo-Saxon;
thousands of miles and many hundreds of years apart.
2. What can be driven, although it doesn't
have wheels, sliced but stays whole?

1. A black dog is sleeping in the
middle of a black road that has
no streetlights and there is no
moon. A car coming down the road with its
lights off steers around the dog. How did
the driver know the dog was there?

(One for DP!)

3. IF 3BM = Three blind mice, what do
these stand for? 50 W T L Y L / 30 P O
S / 3 C I T F (song) / 176 V I T L P (Biblical)

.
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APRIL AT A GLANCE
Sat
Sun

1
2

Mon
Tues
Wed
Thurs

3
4
5
6

Fri

7

Sat

8

Sun

9

Mon
Tues
Wed
Thurs
Fri
Sat
Sun

10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Mon
Tues
Wed
Thurs

17
18
19
20

Fri
Sat
Sun

21
22
23

Mon
Tues
Wed
Thurs
Fri
Sat
Sun

24
25
26
27
28
29
30

Coffee morning
SERVICE 11.00 am Led by Mandy Reynolds
Membership Sunday. What does it mean and is it important?
John Campbell in Chapel Office 10:00 - 2:00
Coffee morning

Kumen 1:00
Singing Group 11:00 - 12:00
Administrator in Chapel Office 10:00 - 1:00
Alternative Perspectives Lecture 7pm

The Kabbalah, a Tool for Transformation by Dee Swift.
Coffee morning
Wedding of Helen Entwistle and Neil Maddison. 2:30
SERVICE 11.00 am
Led by John Clifford

Big Bang or Hard Work? Exploring polar approaches to Palm
Sunday and Easter.
Followed by Communion, led by Rev Griff Jones.
John Campbell in Chapel Office 10:00 - 2:00
Coffee morning
Administrator in Chapel Office 10:00 - 1:00
Coffee morning
SERVICE 11.00 am

Led by John Pickering

Exploring the Empty Tomb. Easter Day.

John Campbell in Chapel Office 10:00 - 2:00
Coffee morning

Singing Group 11:00 - 12:00
Administrator in Chapel Office 10:00 - 1:00
Coffee morning
SERVICE 11.00 am

Led by Susan Parry

GA Reflections and Appeal.

John Campbell in Chapel Office 10:00 - 2:00
Administrator in Chapel Office 10:00 - 1:00
Open House at 1 Church Walk, Kendal, from 2pm.
Coffee morning
SERVICE 11.00 am
Led by Penny Johnson

“Morning, Father” said the Butcher! Minister or Priest?
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Coffee Morning Rota
DATE

COFFEE
PREP

TEA
PREP

COUNTER WASH UP

DRYING /
PUTTING AWAY

Sat 1

Rosie

?

?

Lynda

?

Wed 5

Sue

Sue

Joan S

Fred

Gaynor

Sat 8

Sue

Fred

David C

Lynda

Gaynor

Wed 12

Elspeth

Elspeth

Saimma

Lynda

Katie

Sat 15

Elspeth

Mandy

Fred

Gaynor

John H

Wed 19

?

?

?

?

?

Sat 22

Fred

Gaynor

David C

?

?

Wed 26

Phil W

?

?

?

?

Sat 29

Phil W

Mandy

Joan S

?

John H

If you are on the rota and have to cancel then, if it is not an emergency,
please try and find a replacement before contacting Jayne. If you can fill in
any of the gaps, please let Jane know. Contact: unitarianoffice@gmail.com
MOB: 07426 096608 . Please use email, if possible.
Any views expressed in this publication are those of the contributors and do not
necessarily express the views of the editor, committee or trustees.

The Fellowship is available as a pdf file. If you would like to receive it in this format,
rather than as hard copy, please let Fran know: booksbyfran@btinternet.com

2
9
16
23
30

John C
Sue
Katie
David P
Sally

Answer. 1. It was daytime. 2. A golf ball. 3. 50 ways
to leave your lover / 3 pieces of silver / 3 coins in the
fountain/ 176 verses in the longest psalm.

April Chalice Lighters

If possible when supplying newsletter copy by email please
observe the following:
1. Please supply as a Word doc, a Publisher doc, or simple
text in the body of the email. Do NOT send as a pdf; that
makes me more work!
2. Please use Tahoma font, size 10.
3. Do NOT justify text. Put ONE space after a full stop.
4. Please label photographs. Leaving just the image numbers
on is not helpful.
Thanks. Fran

Deadline for next issue:
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Interior of Bury Church 
Jayne arriving at Bury Church. 
Jayne and Kate.
KUMEN trip: A passing train and the museum. 
John phoning for David’s ramp The Naked Man Cafè

Directions
The best time is late afternoon
when the sun strobes through
the columns of trees as you are hiking up,
and when you find an agreeable rock
to sit on, you will be able to see
the light pouring down into the woods
and breaking into the shapes and tones
of things and you will hear nothing
but a sprig of birdsong or the leafy
falling of a cone or nut through the trees,
and if this is your day you might even
spot a hare or feel the wing-beats of geese
driving overhead toward some destination.

But it is hard to speak of these things:
how the voices of light enter the body
and begin to recite their stories,
how the earth holds us painfully against
its breast made of humus and brambles,
how we, who will soon be gone, regard
the entities that continue to return
greener than ever,
spring water flowing through a meadow and
the shadows of clouds
passing over the hills and the ground.
where we stand in the tremble of thought
taking the vast outside into ourselves.
Billy Collins. Excerpt from
The Art of Drowning.
Submitted by LH

